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Deep Dive: Inside the Indian Twittersphere
How the BJP exploited Twitter and created the world’s largest non-stop political

campaign.
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Narendra Modi, the Prime Minister of India, has one of the most-followed
Twitter accounts in the world at 65 million followers. Wedged between Kim
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Twitter accounts in the world at 65 million followers. Wedged between Kim
Kardashian at number 11, and Selena Gomez at number 13, Modi is the only

politician besides former U.S. president Barack Obama (and the banned Donald
Trump) to break into the top 20. Modi’s popularity is a testament to the size
and deeply political nature of the Indian Twittersphere — Twitter has 75
million users in India —  and to the effectiveness of his party’s political
machine. But after February 1, when the platform failed to permanently ban
government critics at the country’s request, Indian Twitter’s days might be
numbered, as the government floats a domestic knock-off: Koo, the “voice of
India.”

“Sir, I think it’s time to leave Twitter Facebook & instagram!!” reads one pro-
government tweet from a year ago. “Waiting desperately for Indian social
media app!!! #JaiHind.” 

Obama, who has the highest follower count at over 129 million, was the first
major politician to grasp Twitter’s possibilities during his first presidential
campaign. In 2007, Obama’s campaign hired Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes
to serve as “online organizing guru,” and was able to sweep aside party favorites
by using social media to capture the young vote. Modi was inspired by Obama,
joining Twitter just a year after he did, in 2009. Alongside his party’s social
media wing, the BJP IT cell, he launched a never-ending political campaign,
one that electrified and polarized India’s youth. 

Hindutva, which at the time had fallen out of fashion, reentered the popular
imagination: India’s 75 million Twitter, 320 million Facebook, and 422 million
WhatsApp users were flooded with promises of a return to an unspecified
Hindu golden age. By hijacking hashtags and waging Twitter wars, pro-
government accounts deeply influence the Twittersphere, and thus the entire
country. Critics called the users bhakts — devotees of Modi — but BJP officials
call them something else: yodhas, warriors.

This is how the BJP exploited Twitter and hacked Indian democracy, creating
the largest campaign machine in the free world. 

https://techcrunch.com/2021/02/01/twitter-restricts-over-a-dozen-high-profile-accounts-in-india-following-legal-demand/
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Twitter is usually a vicious place — Indian Twitter more so. Most users are
silent lurkers, watching as the opinionated, the daring, and the powerful battle
out wars of ideas and personalities. The stakes are high, rewards great: names
are made and tarnished on Twitter, and users must exploit or evade blitzkriegs
of misogyny, racism, and fake news. Hashtags can turn into revolutionary
movements or witch hunts, and campaigns can rise up organically, or be
planted by paid influencers and government entities. The victories and defeats
of Twitter have an outsized influence on our reality, since users tend to be
people with money, education, and power. 

The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) — the Hindu nationalist organization
from which the BJP derives its origins — was quick to get online. Like many
right-wing groups, the RSS was acutely aware that the left-leaning media gave
their opposition an edge when it came to controlling the national dialogue.
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“Technology is ideology neutral,” says former RSS leader Ram Madhav in Swati
Chaturvedi’s I Am a Troll: Inside the Secretive World of the BJP’s Digital Army.
According to Chaturvedi’s investigation, Madhav was responsible for starting
Hindutva tech training camps to get volunteers online. “I believe in the [RSS’s]
values so I volunteered the time and trained them. What they do with the
training I may not necessarily approve of. But this was our way of countering
leftist propaganda.” 

Throughout the country, the RSS hosts daily meetings called shakhas, where
people come to do yoga, pujas, social activities, and learn about Hinduism and
Hindutva. According to Madhav, a group of Tamil techies created tech shakhas
in the early 2000s, where they taught people how to use computers. Many
young people at these tech shakhas were later groomed for work in BJP IT cells,
writing content for websites, and later working as influencers. 

“Using a computer is so easy and gives me so much power,” recounts one such
worker in I Am A Troll. “All the lies that are told in the name of education in
India I can expose. When lies are tweeted by the vamphanti [leftists]... I can
stop them by attacking the liars. We have a line on every issue.”

The recruited IT cell workers had similar characteristics to members of the
American alt-right — they were young, underemployed men who were
frustrated by narrow job prospects and narratives of male privilege and
oppressed minorities. But while white men in American were seduced by
resentment against third-wave feminism, affirmative action, and fear of
Western decline, these young bhakts were largely dominant-caste Hindu men
who felt discriminated against by a reservation system that promised slots to
oppressed castes, a political system that “appeased” Muslims, and feared a
“Hindu genocide.”

“True bhakts have the following four traits in common,” wrote popular Hindi
author Chetan Bhagat in his 2015 article, “Anatomy of an Internet Troll.” “First,
they are almost all males. Second, they have weak communication skills,

https://books.google.com/books/about/I_Am_a_Troll.html?id=DRJ_nQAACAAJ
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particularly in English. This leads to a bit of an inferiority complex, of not

being cool or sophisticated enough in a fast changing, globalization world.
Third, they are generally not good at talking to women…Fourth, there is an
overriding sense of shame about being Hindu, Hindi speaking, and/or Indian…
To hide this shame, they overcompensate in terms of chest-beating
nationalism.”

In 2007, the BJP opened its official IT cell at party headquarters at 11 Ashoka
Road, New Delhi, one based on the blueprint laid out by the RSS. Originally
headed by Prodyut Bora — who quit the BJP in 2015, saying that “the desire to
win at any cost has destroyed the ethos of the party” — the IT cell expanded
during the years leading up to the 2014 election, under the leadership of techie
Arvind Gupta. Gupta claims he transformed “a very small office in Delhi where
internet cables used to get chewed off by rats” into the center of its crucial
online campaign, one he ran like a startup, using advanced data analytics and
social media-savvy volunteers. 

“We...had to build a lot of trust within the party as we had access to a lot of
sensitive data,” said Gupta in an interview. “We had to inculcate the culture of
digital-first.” 

Like the 2008 Obama campaign, Gupta’s campaigns for Modi — first during the
2012 state elections in Gujarat and eventually in the national elections in 2014
— ran outreach programs across many platforms, targeting Twitter, Facebook,
WhatsApp, and text messages as well as recruiting volunteers online and door-
to-door. He partnered with marketing startups, produced infographics and
WhatsApp forwards, and wrote algorithms to automate Twitter responses from
BJP leadership. “If someone tweeted with a specific hashtag, they would get a
personalized greeting from the then prime ministerial candidate with his/her
name,” wrote Chaturvedi in I Am A Troll; at that time, this meant a
personalized message from Modi.

The opposition leader, Rahul Gandhi, didn’t even have a Twitter account until
2015. Gupta, meanwhile, was doing daily teleconferences with Modi to discuss

https://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/bjp-it-cell-founder-prodyut-bora-quits-party-attacks-pm-modi-amit-shahs-style/articleshow/46294834.cms
https://yourstory.com/2017/08/techie-tuesdays-arvind-gupta-bjp-ispirt
https://yourstory.com/2017/08/techie-tuesdays-arvind-gupta-bjp-ispirt
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/rahul-gandhi-opens-official-twitter-account/article7180066.ece
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social media strategy. His team was a mix of paid nine-to-fivers and volunteers

whose food and expenses the BJP covered. They ran a negative campaign,
emphasizing the flaws of the opposition, spreading rumors about the Gandhi
family. The IT cell would give its workers hit lists of mainstream journalists to
target — such as NDTV’s Barkha Dutt and CNN-IBN’s Rajdeep Sardesai — which
included their real and fake dirty laundry. Out-of-wedlock children, secret
conversions to Christianity, spurious ties to Pakistan — allegations were flung
across social media in an unregulated (dis)information war. 

Tweets from pro-BJP accounts flood the platform. An analysis of pro-BJP and
pro-Congress accounts uses @AjayPandey__ as an example, a pro-BJP account
that has tweeted an average of 300 times a day for the last ten years. Before the
2016 American election, Twitter restrictions on user accounts were lighter,
making it easier for a single user to create a large number of accounts. The
same analysis shows that the oldest BJP accounts were created in 2011; and 87%
of these accounts were created between 2013 and 2014, in the lead up to Modi’s
election. Many of these accounts have tweeted 500,000 to 800,000 times each in
the last eight years — about 170 to 270 per day. While India’s Election
Commission has purview over election advertisements — famously, it banned
this BJP ad referencing cow slaughter during the Bihar election in 2015 — social
media campaigns were completely unregulated, and could exploit
communally-sensitive topics such as cow slaughter and caste.

https://www.indiatoday.in/elections/lok-sabha-2019/story/from-cm-to-pm-how-narendra-modi-s-twitter-content-changed-in-10-years-1518776-2019-05-06
https://www.reddit.com/r/india/comments/llykjd/for_anyone_wondering_why_linking_to_quora_is/
https://thelogicalindian.com/exclusive/bjp-it-cell-amit-malviya-congress-it-cell-seed-accounts-social-media-twitter-19712?infinitescroll=1
https://twitter.com/AjayPandey__
https://www.firstpost.com/politics/a-ballot-for-the-bovine-new-bjp-ad-in-bihar-raises-outcry-over-insult-to-cow-2494470.html
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/02/15/we-infiltrated-the-telegram-groups-of-the-bjp-leaders-online-network-to-see-what-they-do?fbclid=IwAR1HSnxfCHklTFbBblvOWadDO87BbiXuNp6tfJPXbv-H_SsZ3OZ4ymm6XuE
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Modi won the 2014 election. But instead of shutting down its social media
campaign, the BJP used the money that flooded in after the election to expand
the online information war. Between 2014 and 2015, pro-BJP websites like
NewsTrends, InsistPost, NewsHour, OpIndia, and Swarajya sprung up, many of
which interspersed real reporting with fake news. On these sites, politically
motivated hit pieces sit alongside innocuous celebrity gossip, horoscopes, or
wholesome jokes. The news sites legitimized social media trolling and
WhatsApp forwards, by turning accusations made on social media into hard
news. 

“2015 is when it got really bad,” said Isha Patel, a writer and online personality
who agreed to speak on condition of anonymity. After tweeting something
irreverent about Hindu gods in 2015, Patel remembers receiving a storm of
unprecedented hate. “Someone sent me the address of the office I worked at
and said, ‘We know where you work.’ Someone else said, ‘You should be raped
in a temple.’ That was my first taste of how bad things can be, but they got
much, much worse.”

In 2016, Reliance Jio launched its free data program, offering three months of
mobile data for free to anyone who bought a Jio SIM card. A year later, 462
million Indians were online, an increase of over 100 million from 2015, most of
them on smartphones. The opposition was out of power and out of money;
news and social media became the playground of the BJP.

Certain features make Twitter a particularly hackable platform. Unlike
Facebook, it's difficult to tell the difference between real users, bots, and fake
accounts run by paid influencers, because the vast majority of Twitter users are
passive. According to one study on American Twitter, only 10% of users tweet
actively, and 90% of users have tweeted no more than twice. Marketing
companies and PR firms use this to their advantage, hijacking Twitter trends
by coordinating networks of paid influencers to tweet simultaneously, and

https://swarajyamag.com/politics/hindu-youth-lynched-by-muslim-mob-in-delhi-family-neighbours-say-killed-for-taking-rams-name?fbclid=IwAR0Xv2f4zrWqFJi52Wqst5Uat8EBPazrE6HIoDykXIqN1pgm6wCpmBOxSNE
https://www.statista.com/statistics/255450/year-on-year-growth-of-internet-users-in-bric-countries/
https://techcrunch.com/2015/07/21/india-internet-growth/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/04/24/sizing-up-twitter-users/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqr3aQ4XcDI
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by coordinating networks of paid influencers to tweet simultaneously, and
programming bots to amplify messages. 

The current head of the BJP IT cell, Amit Malviya, works with a team of 50
people who are responsible for two things: content creation and writing the
daily social media toolkit. Content creation involves anything from making
fake videos — either manipulated or taken out of context to combat another
story — to WhatsApp forwards and distorted images. The content is delivered
to pro-BJP news sites for narrative packaging, while the toolkit — a Google doc
with a list of tweets and hashtags — instructs BJP influencers and politicians
what to tweet and when. 

Many pro-BJP accounts are referred to as “bots,” but this is not necessarily
accurate. While bots are automated accounts run by an algorithm, many of
these pro-BJP accounts appear to be human-operated. One person will log into
multiple accounts to amplify a tweet, which makes the accounts far less
detectable to Twitter’s bot-seeking algorithms. Pro-BJP accounts can be divided
into two categories: creators and amplifiers, the first of which produce content,
the second of which are bot-like, and only retweet. 

Here are two examples: @raiprakashji a content creator and @chintanvedant
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Here are two examples: @raiprakashji a content creator, and @chintanvedant
an amplifier. Both have Hindu nationalist buzzwords in their bios and boast

Modi as a follower. The creator has 10.4k tweets, 4,817 followers, and follows 1,935
accounts. The amplifier has 515.5k tweets, 17.6k followers, and follows 1,303
accounts. Running their followers through bot detectors like this will show that
twice as many bot-like accounts are following the creator than the amplifier,
suggesting the amplifier is mostly delivering content towards real users, while
the creator is delivering them to amplifying accounts. 

Spotting members of the network is fairly easy. “They’ll have bot usernames
[names with a string of numbers], the Indian flag in their bio, a god in their
profile picture,” said Patel. “They’ll be following stalwarts of the IT cell, and
might have a ‘proud to be followed by [a BJP politician]’ in their bio. A lot of
them have ‘akhand bharat,’ which is ‘undivided’ Bharat, the grand vision of the
RSS...in their bios. And at least 80% to 90% of them have upper-caste Hindu
male names.”

Twitter profiles of @raiprakashji a content creator, and @chintanvedant an amplifier

The Congress Party and the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) have their own IT cells,

https://botometer.osome.iu.edu/
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but they’re far less extensive. According to one analysis, for every pro-Congress

party Twitter account, there are 120 accounts amplifying the messages of the
BJP. BJP leaders, in general, have much larger followings and a higher number
of verified accounts than other politicians. Some of the BJP influencers — such
as Tajinder Pal Bagga — have been rewarded with campaign slots, suggesting
that the party’s IT cell may be a pipeline for leadership positions within the
party, too. 

Unlike that of the Congress party, the BJP’s IT cell is decentralized, and includes
networks lower-ranking party members have created, as well as temporary
networks for state-level campaigns. Kapil Mishra, the minister who allegedly
incited last year’s riots that targeted Muslims and oppressed castes, recruited
20,000 people for his own private online army. Many of these volunteers were
directed by a Telegram group in which 5,000 were assigned to the “Twitter
team.” His team shared Twitter toolkits, each with links that, when clicked,
turned into pre-written tweets with accompanying hashtags.

“There’s probably not that many pro-BJP people on Twitter,” one data scientist
told me. “There’s just a lot of them that know how to use Twitter really well
and get really loud.” But bhakts and “bots” blur together in the Indian
Twittersphere, since a large number of real people have learned to tweet like
the yodhas they follow. The effect is what Mishra calls the “Hindu ecosystem”: a
world that appears larger than it really is, and is highly effective at propagating
a message, not to mention drowning out the voices of everyone else. 

The flipside of the cacophony of the BJP machinery is the silence of the critics;
from mainstream journalists to Bollywood celebrities, dissent was largely
absent after 2015. That year, Bollywood superstar Shah Rukh Khan, a Muslim
actor whose wife is Hindu, spoke of “extreme intolerance,” and actor Aamir
Khan mentioned that he and his wife were afraid for their children’s safety
and were considering leaving India. Both were met with a wave of trolling and
hit pieces until they relented: “Everything is fine in our country,” said Shah

https://thelogicalindian.com/exclusive/bjp-it-cell-amit-malviya-congress-it-cell-seed-accounts-social-media-twitter-19712?infinitescroll=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbenjaminstrick.com%2Finside-an-influence-operation-targeting-west-bengali-politics%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3KAtC82OtmuvGl86_q1l94GEXBabXhYrkQSoje07etoApIeSlVrMplPb4&h=AT2aychcSq5d9CqX_0g2DzIcGN2_asTEUa97wuIDjTamQgJfAwi8AVjmK5vdiRW1zGZZVPoziYc2PdasbDb-B1Wj3X1wFeuEsKgKyNuZ3z0ZlhUv0wpxZQJdlujCiE_65m94GjF_
https://caravanmagazine.in/politics/the-bjp-and-delhi-police-hand-in-the-delhi-violence
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/02/15/we-infiltrated-the-telegram-groups-of-the-bjp-leaders-online-network-to-see-what-they-do?fbclid=IwAR1HSnxfCHklTFbBblvOWadDO87BbiXuNp6tfJPXbv-H_SsZ3OZ4ymm6XuE
https://www.newslaundry.com/2021/02/15/we-infiltrated-the-telegram-groups-of-the-bjp-leaders-online-network-to-see-what-they-do?fbclid=IwAR1HSnxfCHklTFbBblvOWadDO87BbiXuNp6tfJPXbv-H_SsZ3OZ4ymm6XuE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGmnU_1bcVs
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hit pieces until they relented: Everything is fine in our country,  said Shah

Rukh Khan, a month later on live TV. “God bless India, there is no problem, no
one has done anything intolerant to me.”

How could some of the most beloved and powerful actors on the planet — in a
famously secular film industry — be so easily cowed by a mob of Twitter trolls?
The reason is simple. These bhakts have governmental legitimacy, and power
over the mainstream news. A Twitter war is not just a Twitter war in India —
it’s a warning. It’s a taste of what will come when the news agencies turn
against you, along with the corporations, and finally, the government itself. 

“Shah Rukh Khan should remember that if a huge mass in society would
boycott his films, he will also have to wander on streets like a normal Muslim,”
said Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, who many speculate will be
the next BJP choice for prime minister. “These people are speaking in a
terrorist’s language…We welcome that people go [to Pakistan], at least people
who defame India should understand their origin.”

On WhatsApp, Twitter, and Facebook, the BJP IT cell channeled the same
allegations once used against the political opposition against these Bollywood
celebrities. Fake news stories flooded the internet, and the IT cell churned out a
campaign to pressure the e-commerce company Snapdeal into dropping Aamir
Khan as their spokesman — and Snapdeal did. “Threaten of negative publicity
& ruining business if amir khan is not kicked out from brand
ambassadorship!!”[sic] reads one WhatsApp forward, captured in I Am a Troll.
“Let’s show Hindu unity.”

If this was enough to silence Bollywood, it was certainly enough to silence
journalists and social media commentators. “Once you've been trolled once,
and your name is within the IT cell database, they keep an eye on you,” said
Patel. “They keep surveilling you, so any misstep you make can lead to an
outsized trolling, and it compounds on the previous cycle.”

According to Patel, any subsequent tweet found objectionable by the bhakts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGmnU_1bcVs
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/yogi-adityanath-attacks-shah-rukh-khan-compares-him-with-hafiz-saeed/article7841809.ece
https://twitter.com/sadhavi/status/759761273298952192
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will get the following treatment: first your tweet gets five or six retweets,

followed by 50 to 60 retweets by BJP amplifiers, and then a wave of quote-
retweets. Unlike replies, you can’t counter quote-tweets directly since it brings
your tweet to a larger audience, one connected to the BJP IT cell. “Then the
spokespeople from the IT cell, they will quote-tweet and say ‘isko sabaq sikhao’
— teach her a lesson,” said Patel. That’s when the DMs start: the threats of
death and rape against you and your family.

This sort of trolling would be an effective enough silencing method alone, but
it’s also connected to the news. 

“The IT cell will start with the Twitter outrage and will make an article out of
it that will go onto OpIndia or Swarajya, giving it legitimization that goes from
social media interactions to news items,” said Patel. “And they have a very
strong search engine optimization game. So if you Google the person, the first
five articles might be the hit jobs that OpIndia or Swarayja has put up.” 

Beyond character assassination, the attacks can lead to legal complaints from
strangers, passport impoundment, and arrest. Stats suggest that Indian Twitter
leans even more male-heavy than American Twitter — 85% of users are men —
which magnifies the effects of misogyny, and the silencing of women. 

https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-demographics/
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Protest in support of Disha Ravi (via NDTV)

“A lot of people I know after the CAA protests made a very conscious decision to
become irrelevant online because we saw our friends getting arrested,” said
Patel. “For young women especially, getting detained is not just about getting
beaten up — you run the risk of sexual violence.”

On February 13, Indian police arrested climate activist Disha Ravi after activist
Greta Thunberg tweeted a toolkit she distributed. Some government critics, like
journalist Rana Ayyub, have faced such an onslaught of trolling that they have
left the country. Plenty have gone to jail. Silence is now the best survival
method in the increasingly authoritarian state.

For over a year, IT cell bhakts have been tweeting in favor of a Twitter ban and
a new domestic app. Those same bhakts are now tweeting in support of Koo,
which promises to be a “Hindu ecosystem” and now has over 3 million users.
Opening an account leads to the suggestion to follow outspoken pro-BJP
celebrities: Bollywood actors Kangana Ranaut and Anupam Kher, politician
Piyush Goyal, and the IT cell head Amit Malviya. Onboarding to Koo you’re
greeted with explicit messaging: a cartoon of a light-skinned Brahmin being
stabbed to death by a dark-skinned Muslim man; a Taj Mahal contrasted with
the future Ram Mandir of Ayodhya, with, “Before India was recognized by the
[Mughal] Taj Mahal, but now the new India will be recognized by the Ram
Mandir.” 

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18118081315063387/
https://apnews.com/article/india-mumbai-media-social-media-arrests-6839bbbdbe06752cc11c6deedfb1b092
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/jul/31/india-arrests-50-journalists-in-clampdown-on-critics-of-covid-19-response
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-made-app-koo-now-has-over-3-million-users-101613043062298.html
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Screenshots from Koo, India's pro-government Twitter alternative. Prominent users include actors Kangana Ranaut and Anupam
Kher, as well as Piyush Goyal, a politician. Pro-Hindutva graphics (including a Hindi-language comic of a Muslim man attacking a
Brahmin) are popular on the site.

Twitter specifies in its official rules and policies that “[y]ou may not use
Twitter’s services in a manner intended to artificially amplify or suppress
information or engage in behavior that manipulates or disrupts people’s
experience on Twitter.” This includes “coordinated activity that attempts to
artificially influence conversations through the use of multiple accounts, fake
accounts, automation and/or scripting.” But the line between manipulation
and activism is extremely blurred; toolkits are used by activists and political
campaigns to propagate messages, and advertisers for decades have been
paying huge sums to “artificially influence conversations.” What is the
difference between legitimate campaigning and advertising, and the fraudulent
manipulation of social media? And when that line is drawn, how exactly is it
fairly enforced?

https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/platform-manipulation
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The BJP’s answer is simple: We enforce it — not them. The people of India, and
not the left-leaning tech tycoons of the West, who for so long have had the
power to decide what is and what is not a “human rights abuse.” It’s telling that
Koo’s symbol is the son-chidiya, the golden bird, a reference to pre-British
India, before it was stripped of its wealth and jewels. Twitter, the symbol
implies, is just that kind of foreign plunderer, a company promising
cooperation, but planning to conquer instead. The saviors, supposedly, are India
and its warriors — but are they here to save the voice of Indians, or to smother
them instead?

Erin Blair is a political reporter living in Delhi.
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